Divine Dog Wisdom Cards and Guide Book
Add one part passion, a cup of levity and two pounds of desire to make the
world a better place and you have the initiation of the Divine Dog Wisdom
Cards. Good things happen when people play. Cross country skiing one winter
day with friends and dogs, Barb Horn and Randy Crutcher were enjoying how
dogs pursue what they want. Mazy, a beagle, never questioned or noticed the
snow was much deeper than her height, she just followed her nose. Up and
down steep slopes, bounding through deep store easily covering twice the
distances as us skiers.
That day we marveled at their wisdom and decided to create a wisdom card
deck to share their wisdom with others. Two years later the Divine Dog
Wisdom Cards and Guidebook hit the world, won the 2018 Coalition of
Visionary Resources Product of the Year at the International New Age Trade
show and is in its 2nd Edition printing.
Dogs are our best friends. Best friends love us unconditionally. They see us
when we can’t see ourselves. They value us when we’re unable to do that for
ourselves. They value us whether we are happy, sad, or mad, and they allow us
to feel exactly what we feel. They don’t care what we wear, drive, or live in,
what our job is; or how much money we have in the bank. They just love. They
show up, love and accept all of who we are. And through a single look, gesture
or act, dogs can make us laugh, shift our perspective, mirror our pain and
deepest desires, and allow us to make their wisdom into our very souls.
Dogs have an inherent, what we call divine, and wisdom. Part of that wisdom is
that no matter how we treat them, they still love us in their role of companion,
guardian or angel for us. If you have a dog, Dogs reflect the truth in our hearts
and reveal our wisdom within. A dog’s honesty teach us about life as they are
naturally forgiving, joyful, loyal and present. Divine Dog Wisdom Card Deck
may help you realize once again how special it is to have that companion by
your side. If you don’t have a dog in your life, this deck of cards can still gift
you with some special dog energy.
Divine Dog Wisdom Cards are unlike any wisdom deck on the market.
Sixty-two unique cards portray universal themes, such as Passion, Purpose,
Balance, Cooperation and more. The cards are designed to inspire and delight
you while offering meaningful guidance for your day and your life. The art on

each card will make you feel like a dog is in the room with you and even remind
you of dogs you know or knew. This deck includes energies we experience that
are challenging but through the eyes of a dog. The guide book contains
instructions on how to use the deck, more inquiries under “What it means if
you fetched this card today” and “Another Bone to Chew On. The cards and
box are high quality and durable.
Divine Dog Wisdom Decks are being used by therapists, families, teachers,
human resource staff, teams, project managers, speakers, workshop leaders,
groomers, veterinarians and many others. The cards are so inviting and
engaging they attract individuals who have never used wisdom cards. In
addition to using them for guidance, individuals are using them, in a waiting
areas, as a giveaway or prize or combining with other products or offers.
Enlighten Up (enlightenup.biz) provides products and services to delight,
inspire and help you lead your best life, is dedicated to giving back. The
authors have a generous “Support a Rescue Shelter” where cards are used to
support this important work, a Memorial Garden you can remember beloved
pets who have crossed over the rainbow bridge, consultations with the authors
and other resources related to animal communication, healing and
information.

